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Effective School Leaders

Lead by example

Have a clear vision

Have excellent inter personal skills

Are calm but decisive

Motivate and inspire

Have a sense of humour

See the big picture

Dare to be different

Are brave and 
courageousDon’t take themselves too seriously

Vision

Values

Mission



10 Keys for Success

Engagement 

Monitoring and Evaluation

Continued Professional Development

School Improvement Plan

Leading Learning

Learn from others

High Expectations Self and Community

Celebrate Success

Model values individually and corporately

Don’t take yourself too seriously



Support Challenge

How do we balance our role as School Leaders?

Accountability

Intent Impact

Leadership Management

Responsibility Delegation

Moving Forward

Autonomy

The Answer?



Formative Leadership

Leaders Leading The Learning Journey

Leaders who are:

Visible:

Strategic

Proactive

Empowering

Pupil focussed

Relational

Impact Driven

“The mood of a school is determined by those who lead. 

After all teachers leave a school because of how it is led

not because of the school itself.”



1. What do you consider to be your greatest success as a School Leader ?

2. What is your greatest challenge at this time?

3. What would allow you to do your job better?

4. What advice would you give to a principal starting their career?

5. What is the main priority for improvement at your school?

Questions to Formative Leaders..

Effective Leaders have:

+ = -



Sir Alec Clegg “From what they have said to me and from the way 

they directed their schools, they hold the following 

beliefs. I apologise if this list seems trite but the items 

in it are in my view extremely important…… 

That there is good in every child, however damaged or ill favoured he or

she might be

That all children matter.

That happy relationships between head, teachers and pupils are all important

That the life of a child can be enriched by the development of his creative powers

That encouragement is far more important than punishment

That teachers just is much as pupils need support and thrive on praise.

“I think I should add that most heads on my list had an excellent sense of

humour Indeed a sense of fun, and I personally believe this to be an attribute 

of considerable significance in the post they held.”

Do these qualities resonate with you? What qualities would you add to the list?

Discuss



1.When was the last time you taught a lesson in your school?

2.When was the last time you undertook a Learning Walk?

4. When was the last time you rang a parent to praise a child?

3. When was the last time you gave constructive feedback to a teacher?

5. When was the last time you led training in relation to teaching and learning?

6. When was the last time you mentored or coached a colleague?

7.When was the last time you were coached?

8.When was the last time you considered the  professional development of

your staff?

9. When was the last time you considered your work/life balance?

10. When was the last time you surprised your colleagues?

WHEN? IF NOT WHY NOT?



Do I……..

Pause Reflect Think Bounce?

Show up where people are?

Put yourself in the right place at the right time

Do you treat each part of the school equally

Manage your time effectively?



TIME!

Formative Leaders work SMARTER not HARDER

Formative Leaders:

Start with WHY.

Are clear about the WHAT.

Directs but delegates the HOW.



Why are we here today?

 Leadership makes a real difference to 

outcomes for pupils.

 We should never stop seeking to 

enhance the culture and climate in our 

schools.

 We have a responsibility to inspire and 

support the next  generation of School 

Leaders.

Because Leadership Matters



How?

 Leaders Leading Learning

 Leaders Supporting Leaders

 Leaders  Working Together

Learning Together

Growing Together

Empowering and supporting schools to 

create their own leadership learning 

and development.



What?

 Encourage school to school 

collaboration.

 To provide mutual support and 

encouragement.

 To identify and share good practice.

 To learn from each other.

 To reduce workload by not re-inventing 

the wheel!

Professional Learning Partnerships



 To provide school leaders with the 

opportunity to have a professional, non 

judgemental dialogue about school and 

educational matters.

 How was it for you?

 Feedback from visits.

CPD.doc


If observing teaching and learning in a 

different setting  has been beneficial for 

you, how much more might it benefit your 

staff?

How?

What?

Why?

Self and Peer Evaluation at the HEART 

of Continual Professional Development.

CPD

Is Peer and Self 

Evaluation at the Heart of  

CPD in your own 

school????????

CPD.doc


Coaching @ Ardleigh Green

Working Together, Learning Together, Growing Together



Mentoring

 Mentoring is a growing, strengthening 

relationship that occurs between 

someone who is more experienced, yet 

not necessarily older, and someone who 

is less experienced and therefore needs 

to be guided.



Coaching

 Coaching is unlocking a person’s 

potential to maximise their performance. 

It is helping them learn rather than 

teaching them.



A Coach…………….

 Listens

 Supports

 Questions

 Encourages

 Challenges

 Facilitates

 Empowers

 Empathises



The Role of the Coach

 Where are things now?

 Where would you like to be?

 What do you need to do to get there?



Principles of Coaching at Ardleigh Green

 We believe that individuals possess huge 
potential to resolve their own issues.

 Coaching discussions are honest open and 
confidential.

 The coach must not bring any pre-conceived 
ideas or judgements, but acts as a catalyst for 
change.

 The coachee remains responsible at all times for 
the situation and the solutions.

 Coaching is about helping coaches to learn 
rather than teaching them.

 The focus must always be  on what the coachee
thinks and experiences.

 Coaching at Ardleigh Green focusses on future 
possibilities and teats past failures as learning 
experiences.

 At Ardleigh Green we consider coaching to be a 
culture not a process.



THE Grow Model

 Goal……….         Future Visioning

 Reality……….      Present

 Options……..       Action

 Will…………..      Commitment



Being coached is 
challenging, you can’t 

brush things under the 
carpet, if something 
comes up it has to be 

dealt with I had to learn how to 
raise questions and to 

get my coachee to 
analyse their own ideas 

and thinking

Your Turn………...



 The solution to the development of 

Leaders and Aspiring Leaders in 

Reykavik is in this room.

 The sum of the whole is greater than the 

sum of the parts.

 The solution is The Reykavik Academy of 

Leadership

Moving towards Transformational 

Formative Leadership



The Reykavik Academy of Leadership

A School led initiative to support Leadership at all

levels.

School to School, support  designed to:

 Support School Leaders.

 Co-ordinate CPD.

 Improve the quality of teaching and learning in all 

schools.





Aims

To encourage school to school collaboration.

To provide mutual support and encouragement for 

school leaders.

To identify and share good practice.

To identify common areas of school improvement.

To co-ordinate CPD



Considerations

 Commitment.

 Developments within School  CPD.

 Development between schools:

 3 Stars and A Wish Visits

 Peer Review (Working in TRIADS)

 Developing Coaching at all levels

 Pilot Triad - JM to Mentor



Peer Reviews

Non Judgemental

Specific focus decided by school.

Develops a Coaching Culture.

Outstanding Professional Development for all involved in the year.

Focus on teaching and Learning

Positive Impact on School Improvement far 

beyond the focus of each review.

Reykavik Schools Working Together, Learning Together and Learning Together.

Professional 

Learning 

Partnerships

TRIADS



Web Site

A. Welcome Page

B. Partner schools

List the schools with a Hyper Link to their website. A list of effective practice.

C. Networking Opportunities

D. Mentors

E. Continued Professional Development

Outlining leadership training opportunities

F. Reykjavik Education Department

A link current website

G. Leadership Projects

Formative Assessment,  Formative Leadership, Coaching and Mentoring

H. Leadership Resources

Suggested Reading/Research, Suggested websites/blogs/twitter etc


